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1. INTRODUCTION
A remarkable theorem of Weyl asserts that every self-adjoint operator B
can be written as B=D+K, where D is a self-adjoint diagonal operator
and K is a compact operator [21]. von Neumann later showed that one
can require that K be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and that &K&2 be
arbitrarily small [13]. This was further improved by Kuroda to the extent
that K can be required to belong to any norm ideal of compact operators
other than the trace class [12].
On the other hand, the well-known theorem of Kato and Rosenblum
[10, 14] tells us that K cannot belong to the trace class if B has a non-tri-
vial absolutely continuous part. Carey and Pincus showed, however, that
if B is purely singular, then one can require that K belong to the trace class
[3]. In other words, a self-adjoint operator can be diagonalized modulo
the trace class if and only if its spectral resolution is purely singular with
respect to the Lebesgue measure on R. This result led to a classification of
all self-adjoint operators modulo trace class perturbation and unitary
equivalence [3].
For commuting tuples of self-adjoint operators, the investigation of
simultaneous diagonalizability modulo norm ideals started with Voiculescu’s
work [18, 19, 20] (also see [1, 5]). Among the many remarkable results of
his investigation is the theorem that, for any integer n2, every commuting
n-tuple of self-adjoint operators can be simultaneously diagonalized
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modulo the Schatten class Cn . In particular every normal operator is
diagonalizable modulo the Hilbert-Schmidt class. This result was further
improved in [1].
In [22] the author improved and quantitatively refined some of the
previous results by introducing the notion of C-discreteness of a measure
+. In particular, it was shown in [22] that most results about diagonaliza-
tion modulo norm ideals are valid under Lipschitz functional calculus.
These investigations show that the diagonalizability of a given tuple
modulo a given norm ideal is closely related to the density of the spectral
measure for the tuple. The most important mach-up is the spectral density
with the symmetric gauge function that defines the norm ideal. In other
words, what underlies diagonalization modulo norm ideal is the interplay
between operator theory and geometric measure theory.
Given a norm ideal C, a basic problem in this line of investigations is to
determine all commuting tuples (A1 , ..., An) of self-adjoint operators which
are diagonalizable modulo C. The purpose of this paper is to solve this
problem for the Schatten classes Cp , 1<p<.
When one tries to diagonalize a commuting tuple modulo a given ideal
C, or to show that there is an obstruction to such a diagonalization, there
are always estimates of C-norms or C$-norms involved. To obtain a
necessary and sufficient condition for such a diagoanlization, the estimates
involved need to be reasonably sharp. In this sense our results are based on
the estimates in Section 4, which are just sharp enough to yield such a
necessary and sufficient condition for the case C=Cp .
Given a commuting tuple A=(A1 , ..., An) of self-adjoint operators on a
Hilbert space H, define the measure +! (E )=(E (E ) !, !) for ! # H, where
E is the spectral resolution of A. Suppose that 1<p<. We will show
that (A1 , ..., An) can be simultaneously diagonalized modulo Cp if and only
if
|
1
0 \
+! (B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r
= for +! -a.e. x
for every nonzero ! # H.
We arrived at this characterization of tuples diagonalizable modulo Cp
by correctly guessing the required asymptotic behavior for +! (B(x, r))
as r  0. The crucial hint that the r&1 dr-integrability of (r&p+!(B(x, r)))1( p&1)
is indeed the right condition came from [22, Theorem 8.1]. More precisely,
the proof of that theorem suggested that the secondary growth rate
+! (B(x, r))r p and the exponent 1( p&1) are the right combination.
This characterization of tuples diagonalizable modulo Cp yields an
explicit orthogonal decomposition H=H psta(A)H
p
sin (A) of the underlying
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Hilbert space for each tuple A=(A1 , ..., An), where H psta(A)=[! # H :
10 (r
&p+! (B(x, r)))1( p&1) r&1 dr< +!-a.e.] and 10 (r
&p+‘ (B(x, r)))1( p&1)
r&1 dr= +‘-a.e. for every ‘{0 in H psin (A). More important, both H
p
sta(A)
and H psin (A) are invariant under A, A | H
p
sin (A) can be diagonalized modulo
Cp , and A | H psta(A) is stable in the sense that H
p
sta(A) contains no nonzero
invariant subspace on which A can be diagonalized modulo Cp .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we recall
results from previous investigations which will be needed later on. Our
main results are presented in Section 2. The results in Section 3 are
primarily measure-theoretical. Section 4 contains the crucial estimates for
the proofs of our main results.
In Section 5 we prove that our condition for diagonalization modulo Cp
is necessary. The main result of that section, Theorem 5.1, may be of inde-
pendent interest. Note that a crucial idea used in the proof of Theorem 5.1,
namely the decomposition of the singular integral operator TK, + , comes
from the work of David and Voiculescu [5]. In fact our decomposition is
just a refined version of the decomposition in [5].
The proof that our condition is sufficient, which is a little more involved
than the proof for necessity, takes up Section 6.
The author wishes to thank the referee and the editor for their careful
reading of the manuscript and for their valuable suggestions which
improved the presentation of the paper.
1. PRELIMINARIES
All Hilbert spaces in this paper are assumed to be separable. Let
1p<. Recall that an operator T is said to be in the Schatten class Cp if
&T&p=(tr((T*T ) p2))1p<.
As usual, let l2+ denote the Hilbert space of complex sequences [a1 , ...,
an , ...] satisfying n=1 |an |
2<. Let l0+=[[a1 , ..., an , 0, ..., 0, ...]: n # N,
a1 , ..., an # C]. Given a bounded sequence of complex numbers c1 , ..., cn , ...,
let diag(cj)j=1 be the operator on l
2
+ defined by the formula
diag(cj)j=1[a1 , ..., an , ...]=[c1 a1 , ..., cnan , ...].
In this paper, a measure is supposed to be positive unless otherwise
specified. Suppose that X is a compact subset of Rn and that + is a regular
Borel measure on X. Recall that the support of + is the smallest compact
subset 7(+)/X such that +(7(+))=+(X ). Also recall that such a 7(+)
always exists. The essential support 7ess (+) of + is defined to be 7(+) minus
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its isolated points. Given such an X, we denote the collection of regular
Borel measures + on X with the property 7(+)=7ess (+) by Mess (X ).
A function f on a subset X of Rn is said to be a Lipschitz function if
L( f )=sup[ | f (x)& f ( y)||x& y| : x, y # X, x{ y]<.
Let Lip(X ) denote the collection of Lipschitz functions on X. As usual,
the operator of multiplication by a function f will be denoted by Mf .
Definition 1.1 [22]. Let X be a compact subset of Rn and let
+ # Mess (X ). Suppose that C is a norm ideal of compact operators on
L2 (X, +). Then + is said to be C-discrete if for any =>0, there exist a
recurrent sequence y1 , ..., yn , ... in 7(+)=7ess (+) and a unitary operator
U: L2 (X, +)  l2+ which have the following properties:
(i) U*l0+ /L
 (X, +).
(ii) For any f # Lip(X ), Mf&U* diag( f ( yn))n=1 U # C and
&Mf&U* diag( f ( yn))n=1 U&C=L( f ).
As observed by Voiculescu [19], when attempting diagonalization
modulo Cp , 1<p<, one can take advantage of the following property of
the norm &.&p : If [Xk] is a sequence of operators such that [&Xk &p] is
bounded, then limk   k&1 &X1  } } } Xk&p=0.
Proposition 1.2. Suppose that 1<p<. Let X be a compact subset of
Rn. Suppose that + # Mess (X) and that there is a sequence of finite-rank
operators [Ak] on L2 (X, +) with the following properties:
(i) limk   Ak=1 in the strong operator topology.
(ii) There is an M>0 such that &[Ak , Mf]&pML( f ) for all k # N
and f # Lip(X ).
Then + is Cp -discrete.
Proof. Let x0 # X. Note that the set K=[g # Lip(X ) : L(g)1,
g(x0)=0] is compact in C(X) with respect to the norm & .& . Thus, by
Voiculescu’s argument in the proof of Proposition 1.7 of [20], from [Ak]
one can produce a sequence [Bk] of finite-rank operators such that
limk   Bk=1 in the strong operator topology and
lim
k  
sup[&[Bk , Mf]&p : f # Lip(X), L( f )1]=0.
Once this is established, the proposition follows from [22, Theorem
3.3]. K
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Proposition 1.3 [22, Proposition 4.3]. Let 1p<. Let + be a
regular Borel measure without point masses on a compact subset X in Rn.
Suppose that for every Borel set E/X with +(E )>0, there is a Borel set
E$/E with +(E$)>0 such that the measure +E$ defined by the formula
+E$ (G)=+(E$ & G) is Cp -discrete. Then + is Cp-discrete.
Theorem 1.4 [22, Theorem 6.1]. Suppose that 1<p<. Let X be a
compact subset of Rn such that Hp (X )<, where Hp denotes the p-dimen-
sional Hausdorff measure. Then every + # Mess (X ) is Cp -discrete.
Recall that Voiculescu’s result [20, Proposition 2.1] is often used for the
purpose of establishing obstruction to diagonalization. Specialized to the
problem of diagonalization modulo Cp , it reads
Proposition 1.5. Let 1<p<. Suppose that (A1 , ..., An) is a commut-
ing tuple of bounded self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H. Suppose
that there are B1 , ..., Bn # Cp( p&1) on H such that nj=1 [Aj , Bj] is a
trace-class operator with a nonzero trace. Then the tuple (A1 , ..., An) is not
simultaneously diagonalizable modulo Cp . That is, for any commuting tuple
of diagonal self-adjoint operators (D1 , ..., Dn) on H, there is a j # [1, ..., n]
such that Aj&Dj  Cp .
2. MAIN RESULTS
As usual, we denote the ball [ y # Rn : |x& y|<r] by B(x, r).
Definition 2.1. Let 1<p<. Let + be a regular Borel measure on Rn.
(a) Suppose that 0<+(Rn)<. We say that + is p-singular if
|
1
0 \
+(B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r
= for +-a.e. x # Rn.
(b) Suppose that 0+(Rn)<. We say that + is p-stable2 if
|
1
0 \
+(B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r
< for +-a.e. x # Rn.
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2 The author is indebted to the editor for suggesting the use of the term ‘‘stable’’, which is
a better choice of word than the author’s original.
In the above definition, 10 (r
&p+(B(x, r)))1( p&1) r&1 dr can be replaced
by an infinite series. Indeed, with the partition (0, 1]=k=0 (2
&k&1,
2&k], it is easy to deduce that
2&p( p&1) :

k=1
[2kp+(B(x, 2&k))]1( p&1)

1
log 2 |
1
0 \
+(B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r
2 p( p&1) :

k=0
[2kp+(B(x, 2&k))]1( p&1). (2.1)
Definition 2.2. Let 1<p<. Let A=(A1 , ..., An) be a commuting
tuple of self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H and let E be the
spectral resolution for A. For each ! # H, let +! be the regular Borel
measure on Rn defined by the formula +! (2)=(E (2) !, !) .
(a) We say that the tuple A is purely p-singular if the measure +! is
p-singular for every !{0 in H.
(b) We say that the tuple A is purely p-stable if the measure +! is
p-stable for every ! # H.
Recall that all Hilbert spaces in this paper are assumed to be separable.
Theorem 2.3. Let 1<p<. Let A=(A1 , ..., An) be a commuting tuple
of bounded self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H. Then there exists a
commuting tuple (D1 , ..., Dn) of self-adjoint diagonal operators on H such
that Aj&Dj # Cp , j=1, ..., n, if and only if A is purely p-singular.
When p=2, Theorem 2.3 has the following alternate statement.
Theorem 2.3.2. Let (A1 , ..., An) be a commuting tuple of bounded
self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H and let E be its spectral resolu-
tion. For each ! # H, let +! be the measure on Rn defined by the formula
+! (2)=(E (2) !, !). Then there exists a commuting tuple (D1 , ..., Dn) of
self-adjoint diagonal operators on H such that Aj&Dj # C2 , j=1, ..., n, if and
only if
|
Rn
|
Rn
1
|x& y|2
d+! (x) d+! ( y)=
for every nonzero ! # H.
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Suppose that + is a regular Borel measure on Rn with a compact
support. For each j=1, ..., n, let M +j denote the operator of multiplication
by the j th coordinate function on L2 (Rn, +). That is,
(M +j f )(x1 , ..., xn)=xj f (x1 , ..., xn).
Theorem 2.4. Let 1<p< and let + be a compactly supported regular
Borel measure on Rn. Suppose that + is not p-singular and that +(Rn)>0.
Then there exist B1 , ..., Bn # Cp( p&1) on L2 (Rn, +) and a Borel set E/Rn
with +(E )>0 such that nj=1 [M
+
j , Bj]=/E /E . Consequently, by
Proposition 1.5, the commuting tuple (M +1 , ..., M
+
n) of self-adjoint operators
on L2 (Rn, +) cannot be simultaneously diagonalized modulo Cp .
Theorem 2.5. Let 1<p<. Suppose that + is a compactly supported
regular Borel measure on Rn which has no point masses. Furthermore, sup-
pose that + is p-singular. Then + is Cp -discrete.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The ‘‘if ’’ part is an immediate consequence of
Theorem 2.5. (Indeed Theorem 2.5 is the quantitative version of the ‘‘if ’’
part of Theorem 2.3. See Definition 1.1.) To prove the ‘‘only if ’’ part, sup-
pose that there is a !{0 in H such that the measure +! (2)=(E (2) !, !)
is not p-singular, where E is the spectral resolution for A. Write
H=H! H$, where H! is the smallest invariant subspace of A containing
!. The restriction A | H! is unitarily equivalent to the tuple (M +!1 , ..., M
+!
n )
on L2 (Rn, +!). Thus Theorem 2.4 implies that there are T1 , ..., Tn # Cp( p&1)
on H such that nj=1 [Aj , Tj]=// with some /{0 in H. By Proposi-
tion 1.5, A cannot be simultaneously diagonalized modulo Cp . K
Definition 2.6. Let 1<p<. Suppose that A=(A1 , ..., An) is a
commuting tuple of self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H. Let E
denote the spectral resolution for A. Define H psta (A) to be the collection of
! # H such that the measure +! (2)=(E (2) !, !) is p-stable. Define
H psin (A)=[! # H : ! = H
p
sta (A)].
Theorem 2.7. Let 1<p<. Suppose that A=(A1 , ..., An) is a commut-
ing tuple of self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H and let E be its
spectral resolution. Then the following hold true:
(a) H psta (A) is invariant under any bounded operator which commutes
with E.
(b) H psta (A) is a closed linear subspace of H.
(c) If ! # H psin (A) and !{0, then the measure +! (E )=(E (E ) !, !) is
p-singular.
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This theorem provides the orthogonal decomposition H=H psta (A)
H psin (A) with the property that A | H
p
sta (A) is purely p-stable and
A | H psin (A) is purely p-singular.
We will prove Theorems 2.7 and 3.2 in the next section. The proofs of
Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 will be given in Sections 5 and 6 respectively.
3. SOME MEASURE-THEORETICAL RESULTS
Recall the standard Covering Lemma [15, 17]: Given a finite number
of balls B(x1 , r1), ..., B(xm , rm) in Rn, there is a subset N/[1, ..., m]
such that B(xj , rj) & B(xj $ , rj $)=< for j{ j $ in N and mi=1 B(x i , ri)/
j # N B(xj , 3rj).
Lemma 3.1. Let + be a finite regular Borel measure on Rn and let
1<p<. Suppose that E/Rn is a Borel set such that
|
1
0 \
+(B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r
= for every x # E.
If & is a finite, regular Borel measure on Rn and if & has the property that
|
1
0 \
&(B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r
< for &-a.e. x # E, (3.1)
then &(E )=0.
Proof. Let K be a compact subset of E such that (3.1) holds true
for every x # K. By the assumption that (3.1) holds for &-a.e. x # E and by
the regularity of &, it suffices to show that &(K )=0. By (2.1), for each x # K
we have k=1 [2
(k+2) p+(B(x, 2&k&2))]1( p&1)= and k=1 [2
kp&(B(x,
2&k))]1( p&1)<. Hence
inf
k1
&(B(x, 2&k))
+(B(x, 2&k&2))
=0 for every x # K.
Let =>0 be given. For each x # K, pick a k(x) such that &(B(x, 2&k(x)))
=+(B(x, 2&k(x)&2)). Since x # K B(x, 2&k(x)&2)#K, there are x1 , ..., xm # K
such that mi=1 B(x i , 2
&k(xi )&2)#K. By the Covering Lemma, there is
a subset N/[1, ..., m] such that j # N B(x j , 2&k(xj ))#K and such that
B(xj , 2&k(xj )&2) & B(x j $, 2&k(xj $)&2)=< for j{ j $ in N. Thus
&(K ) :
j # N
&(B(x j , 2&k(xj )))= :
j # N
+(B(xj , 2&k(xj )&2))=+(Rn).
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Since =>0 is arbitrary and +(Rn)< by our assumption, this proves the
lemma. K
Lemma 3.2. Let 1<p<. Let + be a regular Borel measure on Rn with
0<+(Rn)<. Suppose that G/Rn is a Borel set with +(G )>0 such that
|
1
0 \
+(B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r
= (3.2)
for +-a.e. x # G. Suppose that E/G is a Borel set with +(E)>0. Define the
measure +E by the formula +E (2)=+(E & 2). Then
|
1
0 \
+E (B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r
= for +-a.e. x # E.
Proof. There is a Borel set G0 /G with +(G0)=0 such that (3.2) holds
true for every x # G"G0 . Suppose the conclusion were false. Then there
would be a compact set K/E & (G"G0) with +(K)>0 such that
10 (r
&p+E (B(x, r)))1( p&1) r&1 dr< for every x # K. Because K/G"G0 , it
follows from Lemma 3.1 that +E(K )=0. Since +(K )=+E (K ), this is a
contradiction. K
Proposition 3.3. Let 1<p<. Let + be a finite, regular Borel measure
on Rn. Then we have the decomposition +=+1++2 , where +1= +2 , +1 is
p-stable, and +2 is p-singular if +2 (Rn)>0.
Proof. Let E=[x # Rn : 10 (r
&p+(B(x, r)))1( p&1) r&1 dr<]. Define
+1 (2)=+(E & 2) and +2 (2)=+((Rn"E) & 2). Since +1 (Rn"E)=0, it is
obvious that +1 is p-stable. Since +2 (E )=0, Lemma 3.2 tells us that +2 is
p-singular in the event +(Rn"E )>0. K
Proof of Theorem 2.7. (a) Suppose that B is a bounded operator
which commutes with E (E ) for every Borel set E. For any ! # H, we
have +B! (E)=&E (E ) B!&2=&BE (E ) !&2&B&2 +! (E ). Therefore B maps
H psta (A) to itself.
(b) For any !, ’ # H, +!+’ (E ) = &E (E )(! + ’)&2  &E (E ) !&2 +
&E (E) ’&2+2 &E (E) !& &E (E) ’&2(&E(E) !&2+&E (E) ’&2)=2(+! (E)+
+’ (E )). This inequality shows that H psta (A) is preserved under vector addi-
tion. To show that H psta (A) is closed, let ‘ be an element in its closure. Sup-
pose that +‘ were not p-stable. Then there would be a Borel set Z with
+‘ (Z )>0 such that
|
1
0 \
+‘ (B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r
= for every x # Z.
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It follows from Lemma 3.1 that for any ! # H psta (A), &E (Z ) !&
2=
+! (Z )=0. That is, E (Z ) H psta (A)=[0]. Since ‘ is in the closure of
H psta (A), we also have E (Z ) ‘=0. That is, +‘ (Z )=&E (Z) ‘&
2=0, which
contradicts +‘ (Z )>0.
(c) Since H psta (A) is invariant under E (E ) and since H
p
sin (A)=
HH psta (A), we have E (E ) H
p
sin (A)/H
p
sin (A). Thus ! # H
p
sin (A) implies
E (E ) ! # H psin (A). Suppose there were a ! # H
p
sin (A) and a Borel set E with
+! (E )>0 such that 10 (r
&p+! (B(x, r)))1( p&1) r&1 dr< for every x # E.
Since +E (E ) ! (G )+! (G) and +E (E ) ! (Rn"E )=0, the measure +E(E ) ! would
be p-stable, i.e., E (E ) ! # H psta (A). But this is possible only if E (E ) !=0,
which would then lead to the contradiction 0<+! (E)=&E (E ) !&2=0. K
Proposition 3.4. Let + be a regular Borel measure on Rn with
0<+(Rn)<. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) + is 2-singular.
(ii) Rn |x& y|&2 d+( y)= for +-a.e. x # Rn.
(iii) E E |x& y|&2 d+(x) d+( y)= for any Borel set E/Rn with
+(E )>0.
Proof. When 0  t < 1, we have (14) t&2  k=0 2
2k/[0, 2&k) (t) 
(43) t&2. Since
|
Rn
:

k=0
22k/[0, 2&k) ( |x& y| ) d+( y)= :

k=0
22k+(B(x, 2&k)),
the equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from (2.1).
(i) and (ii) imply (iii): Let +E (2)=+(E & 2). Since + is 2-singular,
+(E )>0 and +E(Rn"E)=0, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that +E is
2-singular. Hence, by (ii),
|
E
|
E
1
|x& y|2
d+(x) d+( y)=|
Rn
|
Rn
1
|x& y| 2
d+E (x) d+E ( y)=.
(iii) implies (ii): Suppose that there were a Borel set G with
+(G )>0 such that Rn |x& y| &2 d+( y)< for every x # G. Then there
would be an N>0 and a Borel subset E/G with +(E )>0 such
that Rn |x& y|&2 d+( y)N for every x # E. We then would have
E E |x& y|&2 d+(x) d+( y)N+(E)<, which contradicts (iii). K
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Proof of Theorem 2.3.2. The ‘‘only if ’’ part is an immediate conse-
quence of Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 3.4. To prove the ‘‘if ’’ part, let
! # H and let E be a Borel set such that +! (E)>0. Then !$=E (E ) !{0.
Because +!$ (2)=+! (E & 2), we have
|
E
|
E
1
|x& y|2
d+! (x) d+! ( y)=|
Rn
|
Rn
1
|x& y| 2
d+!$ (x) d+!$ ( y)=
by assumption. Thus Proposition 3.4 tells us that +! is 2-singular for
every !{0 in H. Therefore, by Theorem 2.3, the tuple (A1 , ..., An) is
diagonalizable modulo C2 . K
4. MINDING THE p AND THE q
This section contains the key estimates for the proofs of Theorems 2.4
and 2.5.
Let 1<p< be given for the rest of the section and let q= p( p&1).
Let n # N also be given. Let Q denote a fixed cube of size 1_ } } } _1 in Rn.
More precisely,
Q=[0, 1)n+v0=[0, 1)_ } } } _[0, 1)+v0
for some fixed v0 # Rn. For each l # N, let Wl denote the collection of
words of length l with [1, 2, ..., 2n] being the set of alphabet. That is,
Wl=[w1 } } } wl : wj # [1, 2, ..., 2n], j=1, ..., l].
For w=w1 } } } wl # Wl and u=u1 } } } uk # Wk , we define
wu=w1 } } } wl u1 } } } uk # Wl+k .
Define 1=[(=1 , ..., =n) : = i # [0, 1], i=1, ..., n] and let #1 , ..., #2n be an
enumeration of the elements of 1. For each w=w1 } } } wl # Wl , defined the
cube
Qw=Qw1 } } } wl=[0, 12
l)n+(#w1 2)+(#w22
2)+ } } } +(#wl 2
l)+v0 .
Thus for any l, k # N and for any w # Wl , [Qwu : u # Wk] is a partition of
Qw . That is, Qw=u # Wk Qwu and Qwu & Qwu$=< for u{u$ in Wk . Let
W= .

l=1
Wl .
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For arbitrary w, w$ # W, we have either Qw #Qw$ , or Qw$ #Qw , or
Qw & Qw$=<. The length of a word w is defined to be the number of
letters in w and is denoted by |w|. That is, |w|=l if w # Wl .
Throughout the section, + denotes a regular Borel measure on Rn such
that its support is a compact subset of Q. We also assume that
dim(L2 (Rn, +))=. Let [!w : w # W] be an orthonormal set in L2 (Rn, +).
Let = : W  [0, 1] be a function with a finite support. That is, there is an
N=N(=)>0 such that ==0 on lN Wl . We set
+(w)=+(Qw) =(w), r(w)=2&|w|, \(w)=+(w)r(w)
for w # W. Denote
R= :
w # W
\q (w).
For each w # W, we define the element ew # L2 (Rn, +)=L2 (Q, +) as
follows:
ew={(+(Qw))
&12 /Qw : +(Qw)>0
0 : +(Qw)=0.
In this paper, the rank-one operator !‘ is defined by the formula
(!‘) ’=(’, ‘) !.
Lemma 4.1. Let 0<:<q2 and let $=max[(34):, (23):q]. Let
fw # L (Rn, +) be such that & fw&1, w # W. Define
S= :
w # W
\: (w) !w ( fwew).
Then &S&q:(1+4$(1&$)&1)12 R:q.
Proof. Let t=q2:. Then &S&q:=&S&2t=&S*&2t=(tr((SS*)t))12t=
&SS*&12t . Thus the lemma is reduced to the proof of &SS*&t(1+
4$(1&$)&1) R1t.
If we set Tk=w # Wk \
: (w)( fwew)!w , k # N, then
SS*= :
k, k$1
T k* Tk$= :

k=1
T k*Tk+ :

l=1
:

k=1
(T*k+l Tk+T k*Tk+l). (4.1)
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Now Qw & Qw$=Qwu & Qw$=< if w{w$, w, w$ # Wk , and u # Wl . Thus
if we set
A0= :
w # W
\2: (w)( fwew , fwew) !w !w ,
Al= :
w # W \ :u # Wl \
: (w) \: (wu)( fwew , fwu ewu) !wu+!w , l # N,
then (4.1) yields
SS*=A0+ :

l=1
(Al+A*l).
Because |( fwew , fwew) |1, it is clear that &A0&t(w # W \2:t (w))1t
=R1t. Hence, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that
&Al&t2$lR1t, l # N. (4.2)
To this end we decompose Wl as the union of the disjoint sets
Xl (w)=[u # Wl : 0<+(wu)<(23)l +(w)],
Yl (w)=[u # Wl : +(wu)(23)l +(w)],
Zl (w)=[u # Wl : 0=+(wu)<(23)l +(w)].
Of course, if +(wu)=0, then \(wu)=0. Define
.l, w= :
u # Xl (w)
\: (w) \: (wu)( fwew , fwuewu) !wu ,
l, w= :
u # Yl (w)
\: (w) \: (wu)( fwew , fwu ewu) !wu .
(Naturally, u # [empty set] ... means 0.) We have Al=Bl+Cl , where
Bl= :
w # W
.l, w !w , Cl= :
w # W
l, w !w .
Therefore, instead of (4.2), it suffices to establish
&Bl&t$lR1t, &Cl &t$lR1t, l # N. (4.3)
To prove (4.3), we first estimate the L2-norms &.l, w & and &l, w&. Recall
that the function =(.) can only have values 0 and 1. Suppose that +(Qw)>0.
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If u # Xl (w), then =(wu)==(w)=1. That is, for u # Xl (w), +(Qwu)+(Qw)=
+(wu)+(w)<(23)l. Also |( fwew , fwu ewu) |2+(Qwu)+(Qw). Applying
Ho lder’s inequality with exponents t and t(t&1), we have
&.l, w&\: (w) \ :u # Xl (w) \
2: (wu)(+(Qwu)+(Qw))+
12
\: (w) \ :u # Xl (w) \
2:t (wu)+
12t
_\ :u # Xl(w) (+(Qwu)+(Qw))
t(t&1)+
(t&1)2t
\: (w) \ :u # Wl \
q (wu)+
12t
(23)l2t \ :u # Xl (w) (+(Qwu)+(Qw))+
(t&1)2t
$l\: (w) \ :u # Wl \
q (wu)+
12t
. (4.4)
On the other hand, if u # Yl (w), then
\(w)=
+(w)
r(w)
\32+
l +(wu)
r(w)
=\32+
l r(wu)
r(w)
\(wu)
=\32+
l
2&l\(wu)=\34+
l
\(wu).
That is, \2: (w) \2: (wu)(34)2:l \4: (wu)$2l\4: (wu) if u # Yl (w). There-
fore
&l, w&\ :u # Yl (w) \
2: (w) \2: (wu)((ew , ewu) )2+
12
$l max
u # Yl (w)
\2: (wu) \ :v # Wl ((ew , ewv) )
2+
12
$l max
u # Yl (w)
\2: (wu).
(4.5)
Note that .l, w=.l, w$ and l, w =l, w$ if w{w$. Since [!w : w # W] is an
orthonormal set, (4.4) yields
&Bl& tt= :
w # W
&.l, w&t$lt :
w # W
\q2 (w) \ :u # Wl \
q (wu)+
12
$lt \ :w # W \
q (w)+
12
\ :w # W :u # Wl \
q (wu)+
12
.
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We have w # W u # Wl \
q (wu)= |w|l+1 \q (w)R. Hence the above
implies &Bl&t$lR1t. This proves the first half of (4.3). Now, by (4.5),
&Cl& tt= :
w # W
&l, w&t$lt :
w # W
max
u # Yl (w)
\2:t (wu)
$lt :
|w| l+1
\q (w)$ltR.
Therefore &Cl&t$lR1t. This proves the second half of (4.3). K
Let 4=[(=1 , ..., =n) : =j # [&1, 0, 1], j=1, ..., n]. Recall that if w # Wl ,
Qw is a cube of the size 2&l_ } } } _2&l. Given w # Wl and * # 4, either
Qw+2&l*=Qw$ for some w$ # Wl or Qw+2&l*/Rn"Q. For any w # Wl
and * # 4, we define
e(w, *)={ew$ : Qw+2
&l*=Qw$ , w$ # Wl
0 : Qw+2&l*/Rn"Q,
(4.6)
+(w, *)={+(w$) : Qw+2
&l*=Qw$ , w$ # Wl
0 : Qw+2&l*/Rn"Q.
(4.7)
Lemma 4.2. Let $1=max[(34)12, (23)12q] and let M=1+4$1 (1&$1)&1.
Suppose that * # 4 and that fw , gw # L (Rn, +) are such that & fw&1 and
&gw&1 for w # W. Let
T= :
w # W
(+(w, *) +(w))12
r(w)
( fwe(w, *)) (gw ew).
Then &T&qMR1q.
Proof. Since [!w : w # W] is an orthonormal set, we have T=T 1*T2
where
T1= :
w # W \
+(w, *)
r(w) +
12
!w  ( fwe(w, *)), T2= :
w # W
\12 (w) !w (gwew).
Applying Lemma 4.1 to the case where :=12, we have &T2&2q
M12R12q. Thus &T 2*T2&q=(tr((T 2*T2)q))1q=&T2 &22qMR1q. From (4.6)
and (4.7) it is clear that we can rewrite T1 as T1=w$ # W \12 (w$) ! w$
( f w$ew$), where & f w$&1 for every w$ # W and [! w$ : w$ # W] is another
orthonormal set. Thus, as in the case for T2 , we have &T 1* T1&qMR1q.
But, by an elementary estimate using the trace, &T&q=&T 1*T2&q
&T 1*T1&12q &T 2*T2&
12
q . K
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Lemma 4.3. Let $2=max[(34)q2p, (23)12p] and let M$=1+
4$2 (1&$2)&1. Suppose that fw , gw # L (Rn, +) are such that & fw&1 and
&gw&1 for w # W. Let
S= :
w # W
\qp (w)( fwew) (gwew).
Then &S&pM$R1p.
Proof. Again, S=S1*S2 where
S1= :
w # W
\q2p (w) !w  ( fwew), S2= :
w # W
\q2p (w) !w  (gwew).
Applying Lemma 4.1 to the case where :=q2p, we have &Si&2p
M$12R12p, i=1, 2. Thus &S i*Si&p=(tr((S i*Si) p))1p=&S i&22pM$R
1p,
i=1, 2. As we mentioned in the preceding lemma, &S&p=&S 1*S2&p
&S1*S1&12p &S 2*S2 &
12
p . K
5. SINGULAR INTEGRAL
Let K be a homogeneous C-function of degree &1 on Rn"[0]. That is,
*K(*x)=K(x), x # Rn"[0], * # (0, ).
If + is a compactly supported regular Borel measure on Rn, let TK, +
denote the singular integral operator defined by the formula
(TK, + f )(x)=|
Rn
K(x& y) f ( y) d+( y), f # L2 (Rn, +).
Theorem 5.1. Let + be a regular Borel measure on Rn with a support
contained in some cube Q of size 1_ } } } _1 in Rn. That is, Q=[0, 1)n+v0
for some v0 # Rn. Suppose that 1<p< and suppose that there is a
constant N>0 such that
|
1
0 \
+(B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r
N for +-a.e. x # Rn.
Then TK, + # Cq , where q= p( p&1).
Remark 1. We assume that Q is a cube of size 1_ } } } _1 merely for
convenience; it is easy to see that theorem holds true for Q of arbitrary size.
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Remark 2. As we will see in the proof, we have the following quan-
titative estimate: TK, +=A +A with &A &1c1 (n) C(K ) +(Rn) and &A&q
c2 (n, p) C(K ) M(N+(Rn))1q, where c1 (n) depends only on n, c2 (n, p) only
on n and p, C(K ) only on K and the size of the cube Q, and M is the
constant in Lemma 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let 0’~ 1 be a C-function on [0, ) such
that ’~ =1 on [0, 12] and ’~ =0 on [58, ). Define ’(t)=’~ (t)&’~ (2t),
t # [0, ). Since ’~ (2t)=1 if t14 and ’~ (2t)=0 if t516, we have
’=0 on [0, 14] and ’=1 on [13, 12]. (5.1)
Let L # N be such that 2L&1>- n. Now ’~ (2&Lt)=1 for t # [0, 2L&1].
Since kl=&L ’(2
lt)=’~ (2&Lt)&’~ (2k+1t) and ’~ (2k+1t)=0 for t(58)
} 2&k&1, we have l=&L ’(2
lt)=1 for t # (0, 2L&1]. Now |u|- n<2L&1
for every u # [&1, 1]n. Hence
:

l=&L
’(2l |u| )=1 if u # [&1, 1]n, u{0. (5.2)
By (5.1), K(u) ’( |u| )=0 if 0<|u|14. Hence there is a periodic
C-function . on Rn with (2L+2Z)n as its period lattice such that
.(u)=K(u) ’( |u| ) if u # [&2L, 2L]n, u{0. (5.3)
By the smoothness and periodicity of ., we have the Fourier series
.(u)= :
z # Zn
cz exp(2&L&1i?(u, z) ) with :
z # Zn
|cz|<. (5.4)
If x, y # Q, then x& y # [&1, 1]n. Therefore it follows from (5.2) and the
homogeneity of K that, for x{ y in Q,
K(x& y)= :

l= &L
K(x& y) ’(2l |x& y| )
= :

l= &L
2lK(2l (x& y)) ’(2l |x& y| )
=K (x& y)+ :

l=L+1
2lK(2l (x& y)) ’(2l |x& y| ),
where
K (u)= :
L
l=&L
2lK(2lu) ’(2l |u| ).
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Define
(A f )(x)=|
Rn
K (x& y) f ( y) d+( y),
(5.5)
(Ak f )(x)= :
k
l=L+1
2l |
Rn
K(2l (x& y)) ’(2l |x& y| ) f ( y) d+( y),
kL+1. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that A # C1 and that
&Ak&q3n2L+1 :
z # Zn
|cz| M \+(R
n) N
log 2 +
1q
for every kL+1, (5.6)
where M is the constant in Lemma 4.2.
We first note that (5.3) and (5.4) provide the expansion
K(2l (x& y)) ’(2l |x& y| )=.(2l (x& y))
= :
z # Zn
cz exp(2&L&1i?(2l (x& y), z) )
for x{ y in Q and &LlL. From this it is easy to see that
&A &1 :
L
l=&L
2l :
z # Zn
|cz| +(Rn).
To estimate &Ak &q , we let Wj , j # N, W, 4, [Qw : w # W], [ew : w # W]
and [e(w, *) : w # W, * # 4] be the same as in Section 4.
Since ’=0 on [58, ), for each l # N, ’(2l |x& y| ){0 only if
2l (x& y) # (&1, 1)n, i.e., only if x # y+(&12l, 12l)n. Hence if y # Qw ,
w # Wl , then ’(2l |x& y| ){0 only if x # * # 4 (Qw+2&l*). That is, for
x{ y in Q,
K(2l (x& y)) ’(2l |x& y| )
= :
* # 4
:
w # Wl
/Qw+2&l* (x) K(2
l (x& y)) ’(2l |x& y| ) /Qw ( y). (5.7)
If y # Qw , x # Qw+2&l* and x{ y, then 2l (x& y) # [&2, 2]n and, by
(5.3) and (5.4),
/Qw+2&l* (x) K(2
l (x& y)) ’(2l |x& y| ) /Qw ( y)
=/Qw+2&l* (x) .(2
l (x& y)) /Qw ( y)
= :
z # Zn
cz exp(2&L&1i?(2l (x& y), z) ) /Qw+2&l* (x) /Qw ( y). (5.8)
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Define f zw (x)=exp(2
l&L&1i?(x, z) ) for w # Wl . It follows from (5.5),
(5.7) and (5.8) that
Ak= :
k
l=L+1
:
* # 4
:
w # Wl
:
z # Zn
cz2l ( f zw/Qw+2&l*) ( f
z
w/Qw).
Recalling the definitions of r(w), ew and e(w, *) from Section 4, we have
2l ( f zw /Qw+2&l*) ( f
z
w /Qw)
=([+(Qw+2&l*) +(Qw)]12r(w))( f zw e(w, *)) ( f
z
w ew)
whenever w # Wl . Thus if we set
Tk, z, *= :
k
l=L+1
:
w # Wl
- +(Qw+2&l*) +(Qw)
r(w)
( f zw e(w, *)) ( f
z
w ew), (5.9)
for kL+1, z # Zn and * # 4, then
Ak= :
* # 4
:
z # Zn
czTk, z, * .
Thus (5.6) will follow once we show that
&Tk, z, *&q2L+1M \+(R
n) N
log 2 +
1q
. (5.10)
Let R1= |w|L+1 (+(Qw)r(w))q=Rn  |w|L+1 (2 |w| p+(Qw))1( p&1) /Qw d+.
If x # Qw with w # Wl , then Qw/B(x, 2&l- n)/B(x, 2&(l&L)). Thus
:
|w|L+1
(2 |w| p+(Qw))1( p&1)/Qw (x)2
qL :

l=1
(2 pl+(B(x, 2&l)))1( p&1)
for every x # Q. Taking (2.1) into account, we have
R12qL |
Rn
:

l=1
(2 pl+(B(x, 2&l)))1( p&1) d+(x)

2qL+q
log 2 |Rn {|
1
0 \
+(B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r = d+(x)

2qL+q
log 2
+(Rn) N. (5.11)
But by the definition of Tk, z, * (see (5.9)) and Lemma 4.2, we have
&Tk, z, *&qMR1q1 . This proves (5.10) and, consequently, (5.6). K
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Remark. The operators Ak in the above proof form a Cauchy sequence
with respect to &.&q . Indeed Lemma 4.2 implies that, for k$>kL+1, we
have &Tk$, *, z&Tk, *, z&q  MR1qk, k$ , where Rk, k$=k<|w|k$ (+(Qw)r(w))
p.
Similar to (5.11), it is easy to deduce
Rk, k$
2qL+q
log 2 |Rn {|
2&k+L
0 \
+(B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r = d+(x).
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Since + is not p-singular, there is a Borel set E
contained in some Q with +(E )>0 and a positive number N such that
10 (r
&p+(B(x, r)))1( p&1) r&1 drN for every x # E. Define +E(2)=+(E & 2).
Since +E (Rn"E )=0, we have
|
1
0 \
+E (B(x, r))
r p +
1( p&1) dr
r
N for +E-a.e. x # Rn.
Define the operator Bj on L2 (Rn, +) by the formula
(Bj f )(x)=/E (x) |
E
xj& yj
|x& y|2
f ( y) d+( y)=/E (x) |
Rn
x j& yj
|x& y|2
f ( y) d+E ( y),
where xj and yj are the j-th coordinates of x and y respectively, j=1, ..., n.
With respect to the space decomposition L2 (Rn, +)=L2 (Rn, +E)
L2 (Rn"E, +), we have Bj=TKj , +E 0, where K j (x)=xj|x|
2. Applying
Theorem 5.1 to TKj , +E , we find that B j # Cp( p&1) , j=1, ..., n. Note that +E
has no point masses, which implies (+E_+E)([(x, x) : x # E ])=0.
Therefore nj=1 [M
+
j , Bj]=/E/E . K
6. Cp -DISCRETENESS
In this section we will prove Theorem 2.5. The main ingredient for the
proof is still the estimates established in Section 4. Compared with the pre-
vious section, however, there are several extra twists involved here. Our
strategy is to take advantage of Proposition 1.2. But we still need to find
finite-rank operators [Ak] satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) of that
proposition. One difficulty is that there are no obvious candidates for
these Ak ’s. The construction of these operators requires a stopping-time
argument.
As it was the case in the previous two sections, we fix a cube
Q=[0, 1)n+v0 in Rn. Let Wl , W, Qw , r(w), ew , etc, be the same as in
Section 4. Let us first present a measure-theoretical result, which may be of
interest on its own.
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Proposition 6.1. Let 1<p<. Let + be a regular Borel measure on Rn
with a support contained in Q and let E/Q be a Borel set with +(E)>0
such that
:

j=1
(2 jp+(B(x, 2& j)))1( p&1)= for +-a.e. x # E.
Then
:

j=1
:
w # Wj
(2 jp+(Qw))1( p&1) /Qw (x)= for +-a.e. x # E.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there would be a Borel set F/E
with +(F )>0 and a positive number N such that j=1 w # Wj
(2 jp +(Qw))1( p&1) /Qw (x)N for every x # F. We will deduce a contradic-
tion from this.
Define &(2)=+(F & 2). We have
:

j=1
:
w # Wj
(2 jp&(Qw))1( p&1) /Qw (x)N for every x # F. (6.1)
It follows from Lemma 3.2 and (2.1) that
:

j=1
(2 jp&(B(x, 2& j)))1( p&1)= for &-a.e. x # F.
For each w # Wl , let Q w=* # 4 (Qw+2&l*). Then x # Qw and |w|=l
imply B(x, 2&l)/Q w . Hence
:

j=1
:
w # Wj
(2 jp&(Q w))1( p&1) /Qw (x) :

j=1
(2 jp&(B(x, 2& j)))1( p&1)= (6.2)
for &-a.e. x # F. For each k # N, define
8k (x, y)= :
k
j=1
:$
w # Wj
(2 jp&(Q w))1( p&1) (&(Q w))&1 /Q w (x) /Q w ( y),
where $w # Wj means all terms with &(Q w)=0 are omitted. Because
|
Q
8k (x, y) d&( y)= :
k
j=1
:
w # Wj
(2 jp&(Q w))1( p&1) /Q w (x)
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and because &(F )>0, by (6.2) and the monotone convergence theorem,
lim
k   |Q |Q 8k (x, y) d&( y) d&(x)=. (6.3)
Next we establish an upper-bound for Q Q 8k (x, y) d&( y) d&(x), thereby
producing a contradiction. Note that the definition of Qw+2& j* and (6.1)
imply that, for every * # 4
:

j=1
:
w # Wj
(2 j&(Qw+2& j*)) p( p&1)
 :

j=1
:
w # Wj
(2 j&(Qw)) p( p&1)N&(Rn). (6.4)
First let us consider the case p2. Then ( p&1)&1&1=(2& p)( p&1)
0. If w # Wj and *, *$ # 4 are such that &(Qw+2& j*) &(Qw+2& j*$)>0,
since &(Q w)[&(Qw+2& j*) &(Qw+2& j*$)]12, then
(&(Q w)) (2& p)( p&1)[&(Qw+2& j*) &(Qw+2& j*$)] (12)(2& p)( p&1).
For each pair *, *$ # 4, let Wj (*, *$)=[w # Wj : &(Qw+2& j*) &(Qw+2& j*$)
>0]. Then, by the CauchySchwarz inequality and (6.4),
|
Q
|
Q
8k (x, y) d&( y) d&(x)
= :
*, *$ # 4
:
k
j=1
:
w # Wj (*, *$)
2 jp( p&1) (&(Q w)) (2& p)( p&1)
_&(Qw+2& j*) &(Qw+2& j*$)
 :
*, *$ # 4
:
k
j=1
:
w # Wj (*, *$)
2 jp( p&1)[&(Qw+2& j*)
_&(Qw+2& j*$)]1+(12)(2& p)( p&1)
 :
*, *$ # 4 { :
k
j=1
:
w # Wj
2 jp( p&1)[&(Qw+2& j*)]2+(2& p)( p&1)=
12
_{ :
k
j=1
:
w # Wj
2 jp( p&1)[&(Qw+2& j*$)]2+(2& p)( p&1)=
12
32n :
k
j=1
:
w # Wj
(2 j&(Qw)) p( p&1)32nN&(Rn).
This contradicts (6.3) in the case p2.
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Now assume that 1<p<2. Let q= p( p&1). Then q>2 and
(2& p)( p&1)=q&2>0. Applying first Ho lder’s inequality with con-
jugate exponents t=q2 and s=t(t&1)=q(q&2) and then the Cauchy
Schwarz inequality, we obtain
|
Q
|
Q
8k (x, y) d&( y) d&(x)
= :
*, *$ # 4
:
k
j=1
:
w # Wj
(2 j&(Q w))q&2 (2 j&(Qw+2& j*))(2 j&(Qw+2& j*$))
 :
*, *$ # 4 { :
k
j=1
:
w # Wj
((2 j&(Q w))q&2)s=
1s
_{ :
k
j=1
:
w # Wj
(2 j&(Qw+2& j*))t (2 j&(Qw+2& j*$))t=
1t
32n { :
k
j=1
:
w # Wj
(2 j&(Q w))q=
(q&2)q
{ :
k
j=1
:
w # Wj
(2 j&(Qw))q=
2q
.
Next cancel out [kj=1 w # Wj (2
j&(Q w))q] (q&2)q=(Q Q 8k (x, y) d&( y)
d&(x))(q&2)q from the two sides of the above inequality. We obtain
\|Q |Q 8k (x, y) d&( y) d&(x)+
2q
32n { :
k
j=1
:
w # Wj
(2 j&(Qw))q=
2q
32n (N&(Rn))2q.
This again contradicts (6.3). K
Lemma 6.2. Let 1<p<. Let + be a regular Borel measure on Rn with
a support contained in Q. Let k<l be positive integers. Suppose that there
are Uj /Wj , j=k, k+1, ..., l, such that
:
l
j=k
:
w # Uj
(2 jp+(Qw))1( p&1) /Qw (x)2 for every x # Q. (6.5)
Let ew be the same as in Section 4. Let
T= :
l
j=k
:
w # Uj
(2 jp+(Qw))1( p&1) ew ew .
Then we have the operator-norm estimate &T&4 - 2.
Proof. We may regard T as an operator on Lr (Rn, +) for all 1r.
The estimate for &T&L2  L2 will be obtained through the interpolation
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theorem of Marcinkiewicz. If ew {0 in L2 (Rn, +), then ((ew ew) .)(x)=
/Qw (x)(+(Qw))
&1 Qw . d+. Therefore it is clear from this and (6.5) that
&T&L  L2. Hence, by the third displayed inequality on page 27 of [7],
it suffices to show that
&T&L1  weak-L12 (6.6)
Suppose that h # L1 (Rn, +). For each *>0, let B(*)=[x # Q : |(Th)(x)|*].
Let U$j=[w # Uj : +(Qw)>0]. For each y # B(*), there is a w( y) # Wl such
that y # Qw( y) . By (6.5), we have
:
k jl
u # U $j
Qu#Qw( y)
(2 jp+(Qu))1( p&1)
+(Qu) |Qu |h| d+
|(Th)( y)|*
*
2
:
k jl
u # U $j
Qu#Qw( y)
(2 jp+(Qu))1( p&1).
If a1+ } } } +amb1+ } } } +bm , then ajbj for at least one j # [1, ..., m].
Hence, for each y # B(*), there is a u( y) # lj=k U$j /
l
j=k Wj such that
y # Qu( y) and Qu (y) |h| d+(*2) +(Qu( y)).
Let W(*)=[w # lj=k W j : (2*) Qw |h| d++(Qw)]. The conclusion of
the last paragraph is that w # W(*) Qw #B(*). Recall that if Qw and Qw$ are
such that Qw & Qw$ {<, then one cube contains the other. Since W(*) is
a finite set, there is a minimal subset W$(*)/W(*) such that
w # W $(*) Qw=w # W(*) Qw#B(*). The minimality of W$(*) means that
Qw & Qw$=< for w{w$ in W $(*). Thus
+(B(*)) :
w # W $(*)
+(Qw)
2
*
:
w # W $(*)
|
Qw
|h| d+
2
* |Q |h| d+.
This proves (6.6) and completes the proof. K
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let L # N be such that 2L>- n. (1) First we
consider the special case where the following two conditions are satisfied:
(a) The support of + is contained in a cube Q=[0, 1)n+v0 .
(b) There is a K>0 such that 2kp+(B(x, 2&k))121+ pL for every
x # Q when kK.
If w # Wj , then Qw /B(x, 2&( j&L)) for some x # Q. Hence (b) implies
(b$) If jK+L and w # Wj , then 2 jp+(Qw)12.
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For any l>kK+L in N, let
Fk, l (x)= :
l
j=k
:
w # Wj
(2 jp+(Qw))1( p&1) /Qw (x).
By Proposition 6.1, the assumption that + is p-singular implies that, for
each k # N, liml   Fk, l (x)= for +-a.e. x. Since +(Q)<, this implies
that for each k # N, there is an l (k)>k such that
+([x # Q : Fk, l (k) (x)2])1k.
Now if w # Wl (k) , then Fk, l (k) is constant on Qw . Hence if we set
Wkl (k)=[w # Wl (k) : Fk, l (k)2 on Qw] and Nk=w # W kl(k) Qw , then
+(Nk)1k.
Let 0kk=Wk . Suppose that km<l (k) and that 0
j
k /Wj has been
defined for j=k, ..., m in such a way that
:
m
j=k
:
w # 0
j
k
(2 jp+(Qw))1( p&1) /Qw (x)<2 for every x # Q (6.7)
and that 0mk #Y mk , where
Y mk ={w # Wm : w=w1 } } } wm , :
m
j=k
(2 jp+(Qw1 } } } wj))
1( p&1)<1= .
((b$) guarantees that these hold when m=k.) Define 0m+1k =[wu : w # Y
m
k ,
u # W1]. (0m+1k is defined to be the empty set in the case Y
m
k =<.) It is
clear that 0m+1k #Y m+1k . If w=w1 } } } wm # Y mk , u # W1 , and y # Qwu , then
it follows from (b$) that
:
m+1
j=k
:
v # 0 jk
(2 jp+(Qv))1( p&1) /Qv ( y)
=(2(m+1) p +(Qwu))1( p&1)+ :
m
j=k
(2 jp+(Qw1 } } } wj))
1( p&1)
<(12)1( p&1)+1<2.
That is, (6.7) holds with m replaced by m+1. By induction, we obtain
0kk , ..., 0
l (k)
k such that (6.7) holds and 0
m
k #Y mk for m=k, ..., l (k).
Define Gk (x)=l (k)j=k w # 0 jk (2
jp+(Qw))1( p&1) /Qw (x). We claim that
Gk ( y)1 if y # Q"Nk . (6.8)
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To verify this, let w = w1 } } } wl (k) # Wl (k) "W kl(k) . Then 
l (k)
j=k
(2 jp+(Qw1 } } } wj))
1( p&1)=Fk, l (k)>2 on Qw . Hence, by (b$), there is an
m(w) # N, k<m(w)<l (k), such that
:
m(w)&1
j=k
(2 jp+(Qw1 } } } wj))
1( p&1)<1 and :
m(w)
j=k
(2 jp+(Qw1 } } } wj))
1( p&1)1.
Therefore w1 } } } wj # 0 jk for k jm(w). Thus Gk1 on Qw if w #
Wl (k)"W kl (k) . This verifies (6.8). It follows from the definition of 0
m
k that
Gk (x)<2 for every x # Q. (6.9)
Define the finite-rank operator
Tk= :
l (k)
j=k
:
w # 0 jk
(2 jp+(Qw))1( p&1) ewew .
By design, Tk 1=Gk . It follows from (6.9) and Lemma 6.2 that
&Tk &4 - 2. (6.10)
Let X denote the (compact) support of + and let f # Lip(X ) with L( f )>0.
Extend f to Rn by setting it to be 0 on Rn"X. (The extended f may not
be continuous on Rn, but it is still Lipschitz on X.) Pick an xw # Qw & X
for each w # W such that Qw & X{<. Then, as an operator on L2 (Rn, +)
=L2 (X, +),
[ew ew , Mf]=2&|w| - nL( f )[ew  ( f w ew)&( fwew) ew],
where fw=(2&|w|- n L( f ))&1 ( f &f (xw)) /Qw & X . We have & fw &1. If
Qw & X=<, then ew=0 in L2 (Rn, +)=L2 (X, +). We set fw=0 when
Qw & X=<. Thus
[Tk , M f]=L( f ) - n :
l (k)
j=k
:
w # 0 jk
(2 j+(Qw))1( p&1)
_[ew  ( f wew)&( fwew)ew]. (6.11)
Applying Lemma 4.3 to this operator, we have
&[Tk , Mf]&p2L( f ) - n M$R1pk (6.12)
with Rk=l (k)j=k w # 0 jk (2
j+(Qw)) p( p&1)=Q Gk d+2+(Q).
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Since kK+L, it follows from (b$) that 2 j+(Qw)2& j( p&1)2 for
w # 0 jk and k jl (k). By this and the definition of ew , we have
" :w # 0 jk (2
j+(Qw))1( p&1) [ew  ( f wew)&( fwew)ew]"2 } 2& j.
From this inequality and (6.11) we obtain the operator-norm estimate
&[Tk , Mf]&2L( f ) - n :
l (k)
j=k
2& j2&k+2L( f ) - n. (6.13)
Let gk be the function such that gk (x)=(Gk (x))&1 if x # Q"Nk and
gk (x)=0 if x # Nk . Define Ak=Mgk Tk . Thus, to prove that + is Cp -dis-
crete in this case, it suffices to show that the sequence [Ak] satisfies the
conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1.2. Now [Ak , M f]=Mgk [Tk , Mf]
and &gk &1 by (6.8). Hence (6.12) implies that the condition (ii) of
that proposition is satisfied.
Since Tk1=Gk , we have Ak1=Mgk Gk=/Q"Nk . Now if f # Lip(Q), then
Ak f &f =Ak Mf1& f=[Ak , Mf] 1+MfAk1& f
=Mgk [Tk , Mf]1+(/Q"Nk&1) f.
(6.13) implies limk  &Mgk [Tk , Mf]1&=0. We have &(/Q"Nk&1) f &
& f &(+(Nk))12& f &k&12. Hence limk  &Ak f &f &=0 if f # Lip(Q).
By (6.10) and (6.8), &Ak &4 - 2 for every k. Since Lip(Q) is dense in
L2(Q, +), we have shown that limk  Ak=1 in the strong operator topology.
Thus the condition (i) of Proposition 1.2. is also satisfied by our sequence
[Ak]. This proves Theorem 2.5 in the special case where conditions (a) and
(b) are satisfied.
(2) Now we consider the general case. We invoke Proposition 1.3.
Let a Borel set E with +(E )>0 be given. It suffices to find a Borel subset
E$/E with +(E$)>0 such that +E$ is Cp-discrete. For this purpose pick a
compact set B/E with +(B)>0 and define the measure +B(2)=+(B & 2).
For each k # N, define hk (x)=2kp+B(B(x, 2&k)). Let
G=[x # Rn : lim sup
k  
h k (x)>0].
Since B is compact, if x  B, then hk (x)=0 when k is sufficiently large.
Therefore G/B.
(2.A) Suppose that +(G)=+B(G )>0. Then there exist a compact set
Y/G with +(Y)=+B(Y )>0 and an :>0 such that lim supk  
2kp+B(B(x, 2&k)): for every x # Y. Using this and the Covering Lemma,
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it is an easy exercise to show that the p-dimensional Hausdorff measure of
Y is finite (see, e.g., 2.10.19(3) in [6]). Hence Theorem 1.4 tells us that the
measure +Y (2)=+(Y & 2) is Cp-discrete. Therefore we can take Y to be
our E$ in this case.
(2.B) Suppose that +(G )=+B(G )=0. That is, limk   hk (x)=0
+-a.e. Then there is a compact Z/B, Z is contained in some cube Q, and
+(Z )>0 such that limk   hk (x)=0 uniformly on Z. Hence there is a
K0>0 such that, if kK0 , then hk (x)2&1& pL } 2&2p for every x # Z. Let
+Z(2)=+(Z & 2). Now +Z is still p-singular by Lemma 3.2. Let kK0+2
and let x0 be such that B(x0 , 2&k) & Z{<. Then there is a z(x0) # Z such
that B(x0 , 2&k)/B(z(x0), 2&(k&2)). Hence
2kp+Z(B(x0 , 2&k))22p2(k&2) p+B(B(z(x0), 2&(k&2)))
=22phk&2(z(x0))121+ pL.
But for any k and x such that B(x, 2&k) & Z=<, +Z(B(x, 2&k))=0.
Hence, if we set K=K0+2, then 2kp+Z(B(x, 2&k))121+ pL for all x # Q
whenever kK. Thus +Z satisfies the conditions (a) and (b) in case (1).
Hence +Z is Cp -discrete by (1) and we can simply let E$=Z in this case.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5. K
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